
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of staff support. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for staff support

Participate in heavy manual labor involving the loading and unloading of
trucks and trailers for delivery of training equipment, , moving and setting up
various training props
Perform tasks and jobs similar to those performed when working in a fire
department
May work in any of the specialty training programs as needed and is
knowledgeable about the support needs of each of the programs
Perform related duties, such as, moving equipment to other locations, using
powered and hand equipment, maintaining the cleanliness of the training
vehicles, maintaining the general appearance of the support branch area and
fire station, and other related duties
Assist in snow removal and other storm related mitigation activities to ensure
the operational needs of the Fire Academy can be met
May be assigned to drive a fire truck or other vehicle weighing over 26,000
gvw, both at the DFS Stow campus, the DFS Springfield campus, and off-site
at training programs
Support staff work outdoors in all types of weather, lift and carry heavy
objects, and may work on ladders or scaffolds
May be asked to assist in the repair, rebuilding or fabricating of training
props and equipment used during both on and off-site training scenarios
Scheduling meetings and handling details (making copies, arranging AV
equipment booking conference rooms)
Monitor, track, and report on front office projects and assignments to the
CoS

Example of Staff Support Job Description
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Experience with an incident of national significance is preferred
Ability to use computer-based financial databases and systems
Knowledge of standard business etiquette and protocols
Assist the CoS in planning and executing workplace improvement initiatives,
including assistance with issue definition
Assist the leading of Knowledge Management for the Division, including
strategic organization of the Division’s SharePoint Site, shared drives and
critical data
Establish and maintain effective working relationships with internal and
external personnel


